NVKBA Rules Overview
Every NVKBA Competitive Event shares the same KBF Rules foundation, the KBF Competition Rules
Standards. Rules which require minor alterations will be announced prior to each event.
That foundational set is supplemented by additional rules reflecting each event’s opportunities, features,
and restrictions.
Together, these two rule sets (Standards and Addenda) comprise the complete set of NVKBA Rules
imposed for each NVKBA Competitive Event.
As a condition for participation in a NVKBA Competitive Event, each Competitor is required to become
familiar with all the applicable KBF Rules and voluntarily agrees to abide by them.
KBF Management and NVKBA Leadership make every effort to ensure the rules are complete, concise,
and comprehensible. Our aims are to ensure that competitors understand KBF’s rules, expectations,
and/or guidelines and that directors and judges will administer them objectively and impartially.
Rules are revised or supplemented from time to time for clarification or to cover issues not previously
addressed. When these changes are made, notification are communicated on the NVKBA Facebook
page, KBF Facebook page, and in the Kayak Bass Fishing Forum.
Address questions, issues, and suggestions by email to NVKBA leadership at:
admin@nvkba.com
See the current KBF rules standards at http://www.kayakbassfishing.com/kbf-rules-standards/

2022 NVKBA Release and Waiver Liability
I acknowledge that I have voluntarily applied to participate in NVKBA – Northern Virginia Kayak Bass
Anglers activities for the year 2022.
I am aware that these activities can be hazardous and that I could be seriously injured or even killed. I am
voluntarily participating in these activities with knowledge of the dangers involved and agree to assume
any and all risk of bodily injury, death or property damage, whether those risks are known or unknown.
As consideration for being permitted by NVKBA to participate in these activities, I forever release NVKBA
or any NVKBA affiliated organization, and their respective directors, officers, employees, volunteers,
agents, contractors, and representatives from any and all actions, claims, or demands that I, my
assignees, heirs, distributes, guardians, next of kin, spouse, and legal representatives now have, or may
have in the future, for injury, death, or property damage, related to (i) my participation in these activities,
(ii) the negligence or other acts, whether directly connected to these activities or not, and however
caused, by any Release. I also agree that I, my assignees, heirs, distributes, guardians, next of kin,
spouse, and legal representatives will not make a claim against, sue, or attach property of any Releasee
in connection with any of the matters covered by the foregoing release.
NVKBA shall have sole permission to use all event photos which may be posted on the internet or used in
any NVKBA promotions, advertising, and/or legal disputes. Anyone caught cheating will have their photos
posted all around the community and industry via ALL related social networking outlets, and their names
will be forwarded to as many tournament directors as possible in the community and industry.
I have carefully read this agreement and fully understand and agree to its contents. I am aware that this is
a release of liability, and contract between myself and Northern Virginia Kayak Bass Anglers, the
Commonwealth of Virginia, and the county in which I am signing this form.
I am signing up for this event on my own free will.
Date:
Participant/Releasor Full Name:
Participant/Releasor Signature:
If participant is under the age of 18:
Parent or Guardian Full Name:
Parent or Guardian Signature:

